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Crown Dips and Cresting  
You can select from a wide variety of crown dip colors including neon colors and pearl 

colors in order to make your arrows unique to you. We can match any pattern you might 

already have or can work with you to customize your own set.  

We are perfectionists. We guarantee thin, consistent cresting lines arrow to arrow.  
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CRESTING - PART 1 

I have heard that the art of cresting dates back to the times of English longbowman who 

crested their arrows as a means of identification. In recent times cresting has become 

more of an art form used to enhance the appearance of arrows. Who wants to shoot a 

custom longbow or recurve made with exotic woods and not shoot arrows made with 

the same kind of attention to detail. 

Cresting arrows is one of those things that just takes a little practice to make perfect. 

The first arrows that I crested were just horrible. However, with a little practice and 

some advice on proper equipment and techniques it won’t take long to turn out some 

really nice arrows. The first bit of advice that I can offer is to take your time and don’t 

get in a hurry. Every time that I have messed up while finishing an arrow, it is due to 

getting in a hurry. 

The Photo above shows a number of different crests. As you can see they range from 

some fairly intricate crests to very simple crests. The problem with the real intricate 

crests is that it is difficult to make a dozen exactly the same. These days, I have been 

making simple crests, but work real hard at making the arrows very uniform and making 

the cresting lines very straight. Actually I think that an understated design is much 

better looking than a highly embellished crest (just personal preference here). 

You do need some equipment and supplies to properly crest arrows. The most 

significant piece of equipment is a cresting machine. You can either buy a commercially 

made cresting machine such as the Bohning crester shown in this photo: 

or make your own. If you build your own you will need an electric motor that will turn 

at somewhere around 300 rpm. I have seen some real nice homemade cresters made 

using old sewing machine motors which were variable speed and could be operated 

using a foot pedal. I have also heard that a motor from an electric can opener is a good 
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choice, although I have not personally tried one. Two important parts of a homemade 

cresting machine can be purchased for a reasonable sum. A cresting chuck, which is the 

part that holds the arrow in place can be bought for about $6. The chuck has a small 

rubber gasket that holds the arrow in place while it is being turned. Also, a felt v-block 

can be purchased for about $4. The 

felt is real nice because it will not 

scratch the finish on your arrow as it 

is being turned. 

The only other materials that you 

will need are paint brushes, paint and 

thinner. I believe that it is really 

important to use good brushes when 

cresting. Wide bands can be made 

with wider brushes while the thin 

lines need to be made with a very 

small, pointed brush. I generally 

purchase my brushes from an art supply store. A good brush will cost $7 - $10 but will 

last a long time if you take care of it. There are a number of different kinds of paints 

(and other materials such as marking pens) that can be used successfully for cresting. 

The important thing is to make sure that the paints that you use are compatible with the 

clear finish that you are using. Some of the more popular cresting paints are Bohning, 

Testors, and various brands of automotive touch-up lacquer. 

In the next section, I will discuss cresting techniques and more details about paints and 

markers. 

 

  

CRESTING - PART II 

Now that you have all of the equipment that you need, you're ready to start to crest your 

arrows. My first bit of advice is try not to get into a big hurry. It seems that every time I 

get in a hurry I mess something up.  

1) Prepare the shafts: Make sure that your shafts are fairly straight. For a reference on 

how to straighten wood shafts go to that section and refresh your memory. The shafts 

don't have to be perfect, but they do need to be reasonably straight. It is difficult to get 

uniform cresting lines on crooked shafts. I crest after I have applied 2 coats of whatever 
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finish that I am using. After each coat of clear finish has thoroughly dried, rub until 

smooth with #0000 steel wool. 

2) Lay out the pattern: It is a good idea to draw on an index card the cresting pattern that 

you want to use. Use this pattern to make your first shaft. After that you can either 

transfer that pattern to each individual shaft, or fix the pattern to your cresting machine 

to use as an indicator for each successive shaft.  

3) Start with the base color: If you are going to be using bright or metallic colors, it is 

usually best to lay down a base of white first and then apply the colors over the white. 

You get a lot better coverage this way without having to use a lot of coats of paint. Put 

this base color on each of your shafts and let it dry thoroughly. In all of your cresting 

use several thin coats rather than trying to put on one thick coat. Also, clean your paint 

brush often. I will clean my brush between each arrow for every color that I am using. 

Paint consistency is important. If the paint is too thin you will have trouble getting any 

sort of opaque coverage. If the paint is too thick, then you will have trouble getting a 

smooth finish. Experiment a little on an old shaft before you start. Another important 

thing is how much paint is loaded on your brush. You want enough to get good 

coverage, but not so much that it is difficult to control how much you're putting on. 

Also, don't leave the brush on the shaft very long, particularly with fast-drying paints. If 

you do then the paint will start to dry and you will get a very rough finish. 

4) Add other colors: After you have the base coat, start with the wider bands of 

whatever colors you have chosen. I like to work from the thick bands down to the 

narrow bands. Again, do one color at a time, take your time and let each arrow dry 

thoroughly before you put on a different color. (See photo 1 showing each successive 

phase) 

5) Add thin line to separate colors. I like to put a thin line of silver between other color 

bands. This really adds a striking look to your cresting. For this, you will need a very 

small brush with a very fine point. This is something that just takes practice, but once 

you get the hang of it, it really goes pretty fast. (See photo 2). 

6) Let the shafts dry thoroughly. If you want to apply a clear dip over the entire shaft, 

then let them dry for a day or two before 

you do dip to prevent the cresting paint 

from smearing.  

7) Using markers instead of paint and 

brushes - Some of the paint markers on 

the market work very well. The only 

difficulty that I have found is that they 

tend to run if you try to dip a clear coat 

over the entire crest. One way to avoid 

this running is to apply a clear coat spray 

over the crest rather than dipping. The 

markers that I have used most are the 

Opaque Paint Markers made by Deco Color. You can buy them at a hobby supply or art 

supply store. Buy the markers with the "extra fine" tip. The advantage of the markers is 

that there is no brush, no brush cleaning and you get a very uniform line. There is no 
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clean-up as you just put the cap back on the marker. You can also use them to add other 

little details like drawing a set of deer tracks on your arrow, putting on your name or 

initials, or any other thing that your creative mind can think of.  

Instructional thread for capping and cresting your own arrows!  

 
OK, I've been thinking about doing this for quite some time as a lot of questions get 

asked around here about capping and cresting. In light of that, I've put together a little 

step-by-step instructional on just a basic, no-frills approach to getting a good-looking 

arrow that most any bowhunter would be proud of. 

 

To start with, you're going to need a cresting machine. Bohning offers one for around 

$130, but I found some awesome plans for making your own forless than$20. They can 

be viewed at: http://www.stickbow.com/stickbow/arrowbuilding/cresting.html 

 

Here's how mine turned out: 

 

 
 

You'll notice the one upgrade I permitted myself from the plans on stickbow.com was 

that I neglected to use the piece of surgical tubing as a coupler, instead opting to 

actually order the chuck which comes with the Bohning kit. You can order it separately 

for $7-8, I think. I think it would be well worth it, considering this is the piece that 

actually comes in contact with the arrow. 

 

You may also notice that I decided against using a "V" block as the plans show, and 

instead chose to use a solid block of oak with a hole drilled out at the precise height to 

hold my arrow level. I just didn't want to have to worry about my arrow "bouncing" out 

http://www.stickbow.com/stickbow/arrowbuilding/cresting.html
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of the V block; the solid block with a hole in the middle holds the shaft absolutely 

secure. Here's a length-wise view looking down the machine: 

 

 
 

That view also gives you a great shot at the sewing-machine motor. I was very 

pleasantly surprised to find it available at a local sewing machine repair shop for $5 -- 

just like stickbow.com said I would be able to! You can see in the first photo that I 

attached a simple variable resistor as a speed control, even though I have only used it at 

its slowest speed that I can dial it down to. These little babies hum! 

 

After stripping the old 

fletching and any wraps or 

anything of the sort off, I 

gently sand my shaft with 

150-grit sandpaper, followed 

up by a rigorous going-over 

with 320-grit. 

 

The next step (after cleaning 

off the residual dust with a 

wet paper towel and drying it 

off) is to mask off where you 

want your cap to stop. I like 

mine to come just up to the 

arrow rest, but not go past it; 

that way, when I'm sitting in the stand during a hunt, all my gloss white is kinda hid 

behind the bow and against my body, if that makes sense. 
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I first place a small strip of masking tape perpendicular to the shaft where I want the cap 

to stop, then I tape on a piece of copy paper or anything that's handy to stop the 

overspray. I use just the cheapest gloss white enamel spray that Wal-Mart sells; I think 

it costs like .97 cents a can. The key is to lay down a couple thin coats. This stuff dries 

fast and hard; there's no use putting it on thick, and your arrow will look a lot better by 

putting on a few thin coats. You'll also keep from getting a thick line where your 

masking tape is. 

This was one coat: 

 

 
 

Here's the arrow after a couple coats ready for cresting: 
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You'll only need a few basic supplies; it's really amazing how cheaply you can do this. 

A broader brush to lay down the wide cresting and a smaller pointed brush for 

pinstriping is all I use. You can see I use the little Testor's bottles that model-builders 

use. The toothpics are for stirring up the paint after it's sat for a while: 
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True North Waterborne Cresting Acrylic 

The Industry's Best Eco-Friendly Cresting Paints 

 

Features  

 100% waterborne technology  

 Very low odor and no VOC 

 High hiding, great coverage and flow, adheres to any arrow 

(wood/aluminum/carbon) 

 Very tough and durable 

 High gloss exterior-grade finish 

 Cleans up with soap & water 

Always clean carbon shafts prior to cresting or crown dipping.  There is no need to clear 

dip over but it is recommended.  Add water to achieve personal brushing desire, usually 

dries in 1 hour much faster with thin coats. 

 

***Packaged in 1 ounce containers. 

       

  

  

Pink, Purple, Feather Green, Silver Metallic 

Orange, Yellow, Red, White, Gold Metallic 

Black, Tan, Light Gray, Dark Blue, Feather Blue, Hunter Green 
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Here's the first band of paint; I try to cover the "line" where the capping ended on the 

arrow shaft: 

 

 

 

 

I will tell you that I've had both my brushes and paint waaaay too long; I'd get much 

better results if I'd just go buy some fresh bottles of paint and a couple new brushes. 

Probably wouldn't cost but about $5, and I'd be good for another couple years. 

 

Oh -- another bit of advice: You can see here that I literally just guess where the next 

band of color needs to be applied, simply because I don't want to clean out the brown 

and then put green on, and vice versa. If I had just one more wide brush the same width 

as the one I'm applying the brown with here, I could alternately put the brown on, then 

the green, then the brown... and so on -- without having go guess where the green will 

end when I'm done: 
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Here, I'm laying down the green between the brown bands. Like I said, my brush is 

about shot, and my paint is too old to get good results. This is actually the worst-looking 

job I've done, but I really wasn't going for a finished product as much as I wanted to 

capture the process; I'll show youhow they usually turn out at the end: 
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Here's where you can start to see your work taking shape; pinstriping between the bands 

makes all the difference in the world, in my opinion. It really cleans it up: 

 

 

 

 
 

Here the crest is after all the pinstriping is laid down: 
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Keep in mind that my big brush is shot; that's where all the little fibers sticking out of 

the paint all over the place comes from. 

 

Here's the finished product. I think we'd all agree I'm not going to win any "most 

artistic" awards for my cresting efforts; that was never the goal. As a pure bowhunter, I 

wanted something that gave me a sense of pride and craftsmanship, but more 

importantly allowed me to find my arrows easily once I got down from my stand and hit 

the forest floor -- but didn't have neon colors. The white caps really stand out when 

they're stuck in the ground; I've never had any problem finding them, and my other 

colors of course allow me to keep my "camo" theme going. 

 

 

 

I was taught by some of the people in the "Traditional" forum here to fletch with Duco; 

it's a common household glue that comes in a greentube similar -- but much bigger -- to 

Super Glue. It costs about three or four bucks. I let my capping/cresting dry overnight, 

and then fletch them all up the next day. I've had some of these babies that I have 

honestly had four or five pass-throughs with. I just wash the blood off the feathers, let 

them dry out, and stick them back in my quiver. There is absolutely no adhesion 

worries... 

 

Obviously, with some time, effort, and ingenuity, you can do lots more with the basic 

principles outlined here. 
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Solid White Crest  

 

 
Chartreuse & Black Crest  

 

 
Black & Red Crest 

 

 
 

 

 

 

http://www.alaskabowhunting.com/Solid-White-Crest-P201.aspx
http://www.alaskabowhunting.com/Solid-White-Crest-P201.aspx
javascript:__doPostBack('ctl00$wpm$ShowProduct$ctl09$ItemsRepeater$ctl01$Add2Cart$AC','')
http://www.alaskabowhunting.com/Chartreuse-Black-Crest-P228.aspx
http://www.alaskabowhunting.com/Chartreuse-Black-Crest-P228.aspx
javascript:__doPostBack('ctl00$wpm$ShowProduct$ctl09$ItemsRepeater$ctl02$Add2Cart$AC','')
http://www.alaskabowhunting.com/Black-Red-Crest-P50.aspx
http://www.alaskabowhunting.com/Black-Red-Crest-P50.aspx
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I use this method to cap and crest my hunting arrows. First I stain them and apply a coat of lacquer. 

 

 
 

 
 

While the white lacquer was drying, I built a makeshift cresting machine using my cordless drill. 
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These arrows will have cresting that was white, black and silver. 
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I start with the black stripes. 

 

 

 
 

And then the silver bands. 
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Wraps are nice and easy but for a more custom look, I like to do it this way. 
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  I took a stab at making one. Works good I crested several for my self and several for 

friends.  
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The red and white ones are my sons, and "he" did those.  

 

 
 

Just charge the battery and you can take it anywhere. 
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I experminted with different motors and such, and found that getting it to spin just slow 

enough, and just fast enough is the key...  

Hoyt Turbohawk,QAD ultra LD,Viper slider 3x,victory 308 gr,315+fps 

Bear lights Out,blue target color,ripcord, 3x cobra slid 

Mathews Legacy ,ripcord,HHA optimiser ultra ,beman  

Hoyt Rampage XT,QAD ultra LD,cobra 6 pin,terminater wf,rage 2 blade 

80 lb Pearson freedom for the big stuff 

 

this looks GREAT! what do you have going on down at the other end to hold the arrow 

tip and allow it to spin?  

Where would I find one of these motors?? I'm not familiar with the erector set motors??  

I made this out of some old alluminum angle, a spring, and a bolt&wing nut, but the 

little tab of plastic that swings over the top was the trick to holding it steady, and 

slowing it down.. 
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I realized real quick that this end needs to be moveable.. 

 

Oh, and I didn't take a pic of it but I used a 3/8" drill bit into the head of the bolt just 

enough to keep it spinning true.  
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Sand paper 

 
Use 220 grit or finer sand paper. 

 

Dye 

 

 

Here you see Fiebings leather dye. I also use Rit dye mixed with 
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denatured alcohol, but not for this batch. The colors to be used are 

Russet, Black and Turquoise as stated before. 

 

Thus, we enter the staining prep stage of arrow crafting: 

 

Before staining I'll sand the shafts LIGHTLY with 220 grit or finer 

sand paper. This serves two purposes: smooths the shaft and helps 

locate splinters not previously found. You can use steel wool, but I 

prefer sand paper as it doesn't snag. Some splinters are workable. 

 

Once you've made a couple passes with the sand paper over the 

shafts, wipe the shafts down with your shop rag or paper towel to 

remove dust/residue.  

 

Now, if you choose to crown and/or cap, you will need to mark 

where you want the colors to change. I've got my measurements 

premarked on my arrow workstation so all I have to do is lay the 

shaft on the marks and with a No. 2 pencil (any pencil) I make a 

visible mark. The pencil mark will usually come off while your 

sanding with the steel wool; we'll get to that later.  

 

Cap 

 

 

Crown/Crest 
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03-09-2007, 08:22 AM    #19  

LostHawg  

Senior Member 

  

 
  

Join Date: Aug 2003 

LSBA Region: 76  

Location: San Angelo 

Posts: 1,838  

Points: 3750.00  

Last Activity: 10-23-2011 

 @ 05:32 PM  

 

 
Make sure when 

storing your dye 

the bottles don't 

tip over. The 

caps don't seal 

too well. 

 

Oh yeah, let me 

throw in another 

warning or two. 

 

WARNING: 
Use adequate 

ventilation 

during the 

staining process. 

 

WARNING: 
Use of a dust 

mask is highly 

http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/newreply.php?do=newreply&p=4441
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/showpost.php?p=4442&postcount=19
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/member.php?u=34
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/member.php?u=34
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recommended 

during any of the 

sanding stages. 

 

WARNING: 
Wear gloves 

during the 

staining process 

to prevent skin 

contact with the 

leather dye. 

 

Note: As with 

any chemical, be 

sure to READ 

ALL 

WARNINGS 

AND 

CAUTIONS 

posted on the 

label.  

 

Note: You may 

choose to wear 

leather gloves 

during sanding to 

prevent getting 

any splinters. 

 

"Fast Orange" 

works real well 

for cleaning your 

hands if you get 

any of the dye on 

you. 

______________

____ 

Tracy Cannon 

 

 
Old coot in 

training  

   
 

03-09-2007, 

08:42 AM  
  #20  

LostHawg   

http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/newreply.php?do=newreply&p=4442
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/showpost.php?p=4443&postcount=20
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/member.php?u=34
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Senior Member 

  

 

  

Join Date: Aug 

2003 

LSBA Region: 

76  

Location: San 

Angelo 

Posts: 1,838  

Points: 3750.00  

Last Activity: 10-

23-2011 

 @ 05:32 PM  

 
Okay, I'm back to stain: 

 

When I stain the shafts I use fiebings alcohol based leather dye or 

Rit Dye mixed with alcohol. I think I mentioned this above. 

 

I use the daubers that come with the Fiebings (leather shops usually 

carry extras) to coat the shaft as needed with the leather dye. 

Alcohol based dyes work real well. They dry fast and can be worked 

in as little as an hour or two depending on the weather, temperature 

and perhaps the age of the wood (how cured is the wood?). I've 

found that with shafts with excess resin in them you'll tend to have 

"bald" spots after wooling. Personally, I think this adds character 

and don't mind it. I'm sure more educated folk will have something 

to add about this. I haven't noticed any compromise in shaft strength 

due to this, so I press with pride.  

 

As stated above I'll mark where I want my cap and crown to begin. 

The crown mark will be center crest and will not have to be too 

uniform. I cap with a fade or bleed if you will, kinda a signature for 

my arrow work I suppose. 

 

Applying Leather Dye Stain 

 
 

Leather Dye with cap (many will paint over this as well to hide the 

change in color) 

http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/member.php?u=34
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Center Crest 

 

 

Center Crest to Nock 
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__________________ 

Tracy Cannon 

 

 
Old coot in training  

   
 

03-09-2007, 

09:14 AM  
  #21  

LostHawg  

Senior Member 

  

 

  

Join Date: Aug 

2003 

LSBA Region: 

76  

 

 
DIPPING PREP 
 

So, we've stained our shafts. Now its time to get them ready for 

sealing. Here you'll need some shop rags as well as your steel wool. 

 

Check for straightness and straighten any bends at this time. It is more 

difficult to keep a shaft straight if you wait till after the sealing 

process.  

http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/newreply.php?do=newreply&p=4443
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/showpost.php?p=4444&postcount=21
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/member.php?u=34
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/member.php?u=34
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Location: San 

Angelo 

Posts: 1,838  

Points: 3750.00  

Last Activity: 

10-23-2011 

 @ 05:32 PM  

 

 

I always have trouble explaining how this process works so bear with 

me. ops:  

 

Sand the shaft using 0000 steel wool to remove any foriegn matter as 

well as dye residue. This is also another chance to catch any flaws in 

the shaft before sealing. 

 

"Wooling" 
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If you choose to use multiple colors with different base tones it is best 
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to wool the sections seperately. For instance, if you use blue and 

yellow, the blue will bleed into the yellow causing an off green tone. 

 

Once you have the shaft "wooled" smooth you'll need to clean off the 

residue. I use the disposable blue shop rags (paper towels) from the 

Wal Mart automotive section. They're porous enough to capture the 

residue. This will prevent the dye residue from tainting your sealant if 

you use a dip tube as I do. 

 

Cleaning residue 

 

 

Continue to wipe the shaft till no residue shows on the rag.  

 

I fold the rag down to hand size, fold one end around the shaft and 

wipe several times. I then unfold, move to the center of the rag and 

fold around the shaft again and wipe several times again. I continue 

wiping and folding till the rag comes away clean. In the photo you can 

see that my son, Justin, is on the second wiping as he's in the center of 

the rag. Depending on the number of colors used you can get a dozen 

shafts with as little as one rag. If you're using easily compromised 

colors, as with the steel wool, I recommend you use one rag per color. 

 

Once you get the shaft wooled and cleaned you're now ready for your 

first dip in the sealant. 

   
 

http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/newreply.php?do=newreply&p=4444
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03-09-2007, 

09:27 AM  
  #22  

LostHawg  

Senior 

Member 

  

 

  

Join Date: 

Aug 2003 

LSBA Region: 

76  

Location: San 

Angelo 

Posts: 1,838  

Points: 

3750.00  

Last Activity: 

10-23-2011 

 @ 05:32 PM  

 

 
DIPPING 
 

As I said, I will be using Helmsman Spar Urethane for this batch. I've 

come to like the spar urethane over gasket lacquer (GL). It seems to 

hold up better to aggressive target practice than gasket lacquer. Just 

about any hardware store carries it unlike GL and costs significantly 

less. 

 

When I decided to quit the GL, I opted to keep the dip tube and gasket 

system. After an hour of work I got the old GL out of my tube and 

reloaded it with the urethane. 

 

Tube 

 
 

Prior to dipping, you need to prime the gasket. This will enable you to 

achieve a uniform coating of urethane the length of the shaft. I use 

either an old "retired" arrow or a shaft that is not arrow quality to 

prime the gasket. You dip the primer shaft to pull the urethane up to 

the gasket. Once you start its recommended to dip all 12 shafts in one 

setting. If you can't do this you will need to clean the gasket after any 

significant interruptions. 

 

Dipping 

http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/showpost.php?p=4445&postcount=22
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/member.php?u=34
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/member.php?u=34
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Dip the shafts and stow them in such a way as to allow the urethane to 

set evenly. I use a "clothes line"system: 

 

Hanging 
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With GL you can go back to work on the shafts after only a few hours 

of "hang" time. GL sets faster than spar urethane. With spar urethane 

I'll usually wait at least 8 hours. Depending on the weather and 

temperature I may wait longer or less. 

 

Okay, so they're hanging and the urethane is setting. We've got a big 

wait before we continue. What I do during this time is take another 

inventory to make sure I've got every thing for cresting. Paints, thinner, 

brushes, etc. I can also use this time to chop feathers if I choose, clean 

points, or go harrass the kids and such.  

 

More later this evening. Gonna do some painting. 

   
 

03-10-2007, 

12:23 AM  
  #23  

LostHawg  

Senior 

Member 

  

 

  

Join Date: Aug 

2003 

LSBA Region: 

76  

Location: San 

Angelo 

Posts: 1,838  

Points: 

3750.00  

Last Activity: 

10-23-2011 

 @ 05:32 PM  

 

 
Got a problem. My blue cresting paint is no good. Gotta get some 

good stuff before continuing. Should be back at it tomorrow evening. 

 
 

Corrected the problem. (03/12/2007) Got the cresting done and the 

shafts dipped twice in the urethane to seal the crests. I'll go over this 

process tomorrow, 03/13. 

__________________ 

Tracy Cannon 

 

 
Old coot in training  

   
 

03-13-2007, 

07:39 AM  
  #24  

LostHawg   

http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/newreply.php?do=newreply&p=4445
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/showpost.php?p=4451&postcount=23
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/member.php?u=34
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Senior 

Member 

  

 

  

Join Date: 

Aug 2003 

LSBA 

Region: 76  

Location: San 

Angelo 

Posts: 1,838  

Points: 

3750.00  

Last Activity: 

10-23-2011 

 @ 05:32 PM  

 
Here's the problem I had with the cresting: When I painted the blue on I 

was trying a new paint. I thought it was basically the same stuff as what 

I normally use, but found out I was wrong. As no one that I know of 

here in San Angelo, carries "Odds n Ends" anymore, I had to find a 

replacement. Testors. And it was easy to find. Got it at the "Hobby 

Lobby". Just simple "fast dry enamel". 

 

WARNING: Observe warnings on label. Use adequate ventilation!!! 

The good stuff 

 

 
__________________ 

Tracy Cannon 

 

 
Old coot in training  

http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/member.php?u=34
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03-13-2007, 

08:17 AM  
  #25  

LostHawg  

Senior 

Member 

  

 

  

Join Date: 

Aug 2003 

LSBA 

Region: 76  

Location: 

San Angelo 

Posts: 1,838  

Points: 

3750.00  

Last Activity: 

10-23-2011 

 @ 05:32 

PM  

 

 
Okay, now, after you've let your shafts hang and the urethane set you'll 

need to "clean" them up again. 

 

As with the dye, take 0000 steel wool and buff/sand them smooth. Wipe 

off the residue and you're ready to start cresting. 

 

You'll need your pencil again to mark the locations you've selected: 

Center crest and the crest's borders as well as any other lines you want 

to paint on. Mark it just so you can see your mark as it turns on the jig. 

 

Ideal work environment: 

 

 

Make sure your brushes are clean and the bristles are even. Remove any 

bristles that do not lay in uniformity. While painting, keep bristles 

saturated with paint. If you do mess up on the crest, you can remove the 

crest paint with mineral spirits. Clean the shaft completely with the 

spirits and a shop rag and start over. 

 

Apply a base coat with flat white. More critical for painting broader 

http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/newreply.php?do=newreply&p=4475
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/showpost.php?p=4476&postcount=25
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/member.php?u=34
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/member.php?u=34
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areas. 

 

 

After the base coat has time to set, apply first color. I start with the 

border lines and work my way to center: 
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In this case, I used flat white for a base, blue for borders and gloss white 

for the main crest. (Note to self: Learn what these things are called by 

the pros. ops: ) 

 

Once you finish one arrow hang it to allow the paint to set. Using the 

clothesline hanging system, I'll hang them in order so that when I 

complete number 12, I can go straight back to number 1 with the next 

color. One color at a time. Once number 12 is complete with the final 

color, I leave them all to hang over night, preferred, but have dipped in 

as little a 4 hours in the past. Just allow enough time for the paint to dry 

before dipping in the sealer.  

 

If you're using gasket lacquer, its best to coat the crest with something 

like water based poly urethane. The acetone in the gasket lacquer will 

cause cresting paint to run even if its set properly. Even using water 

poly the GL can still cause the paint to run. As I said, I'm not a paint 

expert, I guess it reactivates the paint. Anyway, it'll really trash up a 

good cresting job and there goes an hour or two wasted.  

   
 

03-13-2007, 

08:28 AM  
  #26  

LostHawg  

Senior Member 

  

 

  

Join Date: Aug 

2003 

LSBA Region: 76  

Location: San 

Angelo 

Posts: 1,838  

Points: 3750.00  

Last Activity: 10-

23-2011 

 @ 05:32 PM  

 

 
I usually will pull one shaft off the line at a time. As I change colors 

I will flip the shaft so the freshly painted shafts are discernable from 

the dried shafts 

http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/newreply.php?do=newreply&p=4476
http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/showpost.php?p=4477&postcount=26
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Another suggestion for hanging shafts to dry: 
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I had some extra shafts that needed worked, but only have my line 

set up for a dozen. Here I tied monofilament to clothes pins and 

hung them from coat hangers. Works pretty good, but you may 

want to shorten the leader. These are kinda long and the shafts 

swing more freely. Not necessarily a good thing. Anyway, thought 

I'd throw that in real quick. 

 

Okay so we have the crests painted on and the shafts have hung 

long enough to allow the paint to dry. Now, you will be dipping 

again. Place the gasket back on your dip tube, prime and dip. Hang 

arrows to allow the sealant to dry. Sand with wool and clean off 

residue. Basically, every time you put a coat of sealant on, you'll 

hang, sand and clean. Right now, I've dipped 4 times per shaft. 3 to 

4 more dips with sanding and I'll be ready for fletching. So I should 

be fletching on Thursday. 

   
 

03-13-2007,   #27  
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09:39 PM  

LostHawg  

Senior Member 

  

 

  

Join Date: Aug 

2003 

LSBA Region: 76  

Location: San 

Angelo 

Posts: 1,838  

Points: 3750.00  

Last Activity: 10-

23-2011 

 @ 05:32 PM  

 

 
Well, now we're on the home stretch. One more dipping, hanging 

and wooling and we'll install nocks and feathers. I have church 

tomorrow evening, so fletching should begin Thursday, so I can 

ship this batch on Friday. 

 

I did use photos from other batches for illustration purposes, hope 

y'all don't mind.  

 

Drop me a PM or post here if you have any questions or 

suggestions. 

 
Last edited by LostHawg : 02-16-2009 at 08:25 AM.  

   
 

03-15-2007, 

06:46 AM  
  #28  

LostHawg  

Senior Member 

  

 

  

Join Date: Aug 

2003 

LSBA Region: 

76  

Location: San 

Angelo 

Posts: 1,838  

Points: 3750.00  

Last Activity: 

 

 
Nocks 
 

Now that I've got the shafts sealed the way I want them, its time to 

put nocks on. 

 

Lay your shafts and nocks out 

http://www.lonestarbowhunter.com/forum/member.php?u=34
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10-23-2011 

 @ 05:32 PM  

 

...with your glue at hand 

 

 

Find the grain and allign horizontally: 
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Lay a bead of glue on the nock taper 

 
 

Install nock and rotate for an even lay of glue and allign the nock so 

the grain will be at a 90 degree angle with the string when nocked. 

When the nock is fully seated, remove excess glue 
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Allow the glue time to set, as soon as 5 minutes with the Duco 

Cement 

 

 

And you're ready for fletching.  
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videos 
 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&feature=endscreen&v=JQb4nWWn3GA 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22x1MX9TmBo&feature=related 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWn0i9Eb07Q&feature=related 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWt8V5_WgDQ&feature=related 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__cK6pdOkvo&feature=related 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUNW7hotDE4&feature=related 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iggIFgPvjWc&feature=related 

 

buen diseño de máquina   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJ8emq9LGkI 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iggIFgPvjWc 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&feature=endscreen&v=JQb4nWWn3GA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22x1MX9TmBo&feature=related
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWt8V5_WgDQ&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__cK6pdOkvo&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUNW7hotDE4&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iggIFgPvjWc&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJ8emq9LGkI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iggIFgPvjWc

